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by Eric S. Hadik 

2016 Convergence 
Gold, Silver & Cru-ca-ble 

 Aug. 2015 -  Gold & Silver have fulfilled most of what has 
been expected for 2015… and for 2011--2015.  The only re-
maining potential is for a test of Gold’s primary 2015 downside 
target - and the 2nd target for its 3--5 year downtrend - at 1033-

-1045/GC.  With other metals (like Platinum) not expected to 
bottom until late-2015, there remains time before The Golden 
Year is expected to take hold in 1Q 2016. 

 Even more significant is the convergence of longer-term 
cycles - in Crude & related petro-currencies - that bottom in 1Q 2016… just as cycles of Middle East destabilization 
are expected to really take hold (watch Syria & Saudi Arabia).  As explained for several years, 2016 is expected to 
trigger a(nother) major shake-up in the Middle East - leading into 2018--2021, when Unification Cycles project a 
new Middle East Union.  Russia is also expected to play a major role in much of this, as it enters 2016/2017 - 
when the 40-Year Cycle portends seismic shifts.     

 This compilation is intended to bring newer readers up to speed on some of what is expected, beginning in 
2016 - which continues to be dubbed “The Golden Year’.  It includes analysis from the recent Aug. ‘15 INSIIDE 
Track as well as preceding excerpts from the July & June ‘15 issues.  Although the topics of discussion are some-
what diverse, they all tie in to what is expected for 2016 & 2017.  As warned numerous times - over the past two 
years - Gold is not expected to undergo a sustained advance until 2016.  Cycle lows in late-2015 should set the 

stage for that and give traders/investors an opportunity to prepare.  In order to provide additional context... 

Outlook 2015--2017 
1Q ’16: The ‘Cru-ca-ble’  

 07-30-15 - 2015 has been targeted for a deflationary „trough‟ with respect to many commodities.  One of 

the most salient cycle convergences has just taken place - in Silver in July 2015.  Gold shared many of the 

same cycles but Silver had the greatest synergy of those cycles - ranging from 11-Year & 7-Year Cycles 

(Continued on page 2) 
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down to 8-month & 4-month cycles (and ultimately, 

4--8 week and even daily cycles).   

 The yearly cycles pinpoint 2015 as the year 

for a bottom.  So, it is conceivable that a final spike 

low could stretch all the way into year-end.  How-

ever, within the framework of that year, the great-

est synergy of monthly & weekly cycles (and some 

precise yearly projections from previous lows) 

came into play in July 2015. 

 Gold & Silver fulfilled the primary aspect of 

this cycle - completing the projected declines from 

3Q 2011, 3Q 2014 and Jan. 2015 - and fulfilled 

almost all of the downside price objectives in the 

process.  [The one remaining downside target was 

a combination of wave objectives in Gold - at 1033-

-1045.0/GC.] 

 Now the question is whether they will fulfill the 

other aspect of that analysis - producing an impor-

tant bottom and steadily building a base from which 

a new advance could take hold.  As discussed 

many times before, 2016 (‘The Golden Year’) is 

when I expect to see more bullish movement un-

fold in Gold & Silver… after a bottom & initial rally 

has unfolded. 

 One of the interesting aspects of Silver‟s cy-

cles is the fact they are so synergistic in Silver.  In 

other words, the metal that is more prone to infla-

tionary & deflationary swings - and less to „safe-

haven‟ buying or selling - is the one providing the 

strongest argument for a 3Q 2015 bottom.  And, 

Silver is the one that just set a double-bottom - 

holding prior lows. 

 There is a LOT that Gold & Silver need to do 

to signal that a bottom is taking hold.  Yes, they 

have fulfilled most of the downside targets & cy-

cles.  But, that does NOT automatically signal a 

bottom or a reversal higher.  Several triggers need 

to be activated and multiple resistance levels ex-

ceeded in the coming months.  That will be moni-

tored - on an ongoing basis - in the Metals section 

of INSIIDE Track. 

 In the meantime, there are some correspond-

ing factors that could make the next 6 months even 

more interesting (what does that Chinese proverb/

curse say about ‘interesting times’?!).   

 As the 40-Year & 17-Year Cycles have al-

ready revealed, the coming months are expected 

to be a time of serious ‘testing’, when the ‘heat is 

turned up’ - financially (markets) & geopolitically.  

With all this talk about ‘testing’ and ‘metals’ and 

‘elevated heat’, one word could sum up the next 6 

months... 

‘Cru-ca-ble’ 

 Don‟t worry… I didn‟t forget to „spell-check‟ 

that word.  If I had intended to spell it in the routine 

way - crucible - and looked that up via Google, I 

would have found these definitions: 

 -- a ceramic or metal container in which met-

als or other substances may be melted or sub-

jected to very high temperatures. 

 -- a place or occasion of severe test or trial. 

 -- a place or situation in which different ele-

ments interact to produce something new. 

 Wow!  Maybe I should have stuck with the 

established spelling, since its definitions provide 

revealing parallels to the other term I am describ-

ing.  And, that seques to a cycle convergence that 

should not be overlooked.  Let me explain... 

A Cord of Three Strands 

 There is an intriguing correlation (not surpris-

ing; just intriguing) between three key markets - all 

of which could produce important bottoms in or 

around 1Q 2016.  (These bottoms could be multi-

year lows or secondary lows before a sustained 

advance.)  The three markets are: 

 -- Crude Oil („Cru‟) 

 -- Canadian Dollar („Ca‟) 

 -- Russian Ruble („ble‟) 

 … Cru - ca - ble. 

 Of course, they all have energy (oil) as their 

„common denominator‟.  Both the „Loon‟ and the 
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Ruble are petro-currencies, swinging closely in tan-

dem with the price of oil.  And, it is the cycles gov-

erning both that are demanding attention. 

2016: Bears Beget Bears? 

 In recent years, I have placed a bit more focus 

on the Russian Ruble - sensing that its demise 

(coinciding with a plummeting Euro in 2014) would 

push Russia - and Putin - to the brink.  After a dec-

ade of escalating Crude prices (almost a 1,500% 

advance) that bolstered the Russian economy - 

from late-1998 into 3Q 2008 - the opposite has 

been the case for the last ~7 years. 

 When Crude peaked & perpetuated its 3-Year 

Cycle Progression in mid-2014, it ushered in a very 

negative period that was/is expected to pressure oil 

prices for at least 18 months (1/2 of that high-high 

cycle).  From the July 2014 peak, that equates 

roughly to a January 2016 low. 

 The more intriguing web of cycles appears in 

the Ruble.  Jan. 2016 is an exact 7-Year Cycle from 

the Jan. 2009 bottom (a low that held for over 5 

years).  Corroborating that 7-Year Cycle, the Ruble 

set an intervening low at the mid-point - in mid-2012 

(creating a ~3.5 year low-low-low Cycle Progres-

sion targeted for Dec. ‘15/Jan. ‘16). 

 And, corroborating that 3.5-Year Cycle, the 

Ruble set an intervening low at the mid-point - in 1Q 

2014 (creating a ~1.75 year low-low-low Cycle Pro-

A Parallel 40-Year Cycle  (Excerpt from Oct. 2014 INSIIDE Track) 

Tsars, Soviets & Socialists  

 09-29-14 - “...a similar 40-Year Cycle that also comes to fruition in 2016--2017...The interesting thing is how 
closely this 40-Year Cycle of Russian Politics & Influence has paralleled the events in America...the 70-Year Cycle 
dovetails with the latest phase of the 40-Year Cycle, since 2015--2019 is 70 years from when Russia/USSR went 
from being one of the ’Allies’ in World War II to being the focus of America‟s fears & distrust during the Cold War.  

That can be traced to the Truman Doctrine issued in 1947… pinpointing 2017 as a complete 70-Year Cycle.   

 The 2010’s are next and 2016/2017 is the focal point for this 40-Year & 80-Year Cycle in Russia (and a 100-
Year Cycle from the Russian Revolution in 1917)…one could pinpoint this focus to 2016 - the latest phase in an 80-
Year Cycle progression that already includes 1696 (when Ivan V died and Peter the Great ruled independently and 
brought Russia into the age of Enlightenment - modernizing Russia while building her navy, beginning with attacks 
against Ottoman forces - also in 1696), 1776, 1856 & 1936...   

1776 (1775--1781) - Part of Russia‟s „Golden Age‟; Catherine the Great‟s tacit support of - and trade with - Ameri-

can colonists...established relations with America in 1776. 

1816 - Culmination/aftermath of Napoleonic Wars (Waterloo in 1815) in which France‟s defeat was largely attrib-

uted to their failed invasion of Russia in 1812;  Russia took on an important role in Europe‟s politics from 1816 on… 

1856 - Culmination of Crimean War (1853--1856); coronation of Alexander II after death of Nicholas I in 1855; 
Treaty of Paris - humiliating defeat for Russia; made Black Sea neutral territory...   

1896 - Coronation of final Tsar/Russian emperor (Nicholas II); lasted half of that 40-Year Cycle.   

1936 - Constitution of the Soviet Union (on which much of PRC 1982 Constitution is based; see page 4). 

1977 - Soviet Constitution - 3rd & last Soviet Constitution. 

2016--2017 - Russia‟s next major „shift‟?     IT 

 July 29, 2015 - All these cycles continue to pinpoint 2016--2017 (most likely 2016) as the time for another mo-
mentous ‘shift’ for Russia.  If analysis in the Russian Ruble & Crude Oil is correct… or even close to being correct… 
2016 should usher in a desperate time for Russia.  Hmmm.  A Bear backed into a corner?? Not a good scenario.   
Could the BRICS bank play any role?  Could this dovetail with analysis for 2016 to be ‘The Golden Year’??  IT 
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gression targeted for Dec. ‘15/Jan. ‘16).  Jan. 2016 

is also the 1-year anniversary (360-degree cycle) 

from the Ruble‟s lowest monthly close - in January 

2015.  (See pg. 3 for Russia Cycles.) 

7 & 17-Year Cycles Converging 

 Crude has a unique convergence of multi-year 

cycles coming into play at the same time.  Dec. 

2015 is one complete 17-Year Cycle from its Dec. 

1998 major bottom.  Late-2015/early-2016 is also 

the next phase of a ~7-Year Cycle that connects the 

4Q 2001 (secondary) low and the 1Q 2009 low. 

 Crude also has a ~9-month high (May ‟11)--

high (Feb. ‟12)--low (Nov. „12)--high (Aug. „13)--high 

(June „14)--low (March „15)--low Cycle Sequence 

that next comes into play in Dec. 2015. 

Canadian Cycles 

 Corroborating these cycles - or at least coming 

pretty close - is a combination of monthly & yearly 

cycles in the Canadian Dollar… all of which point to 

1Q 2016 for a bottom.  That begins with a similar 

but more precise, 7-Year Cycle that connects the 

1Q 1995 low, 1Q 2002 low & 1Q 2009 low to a po-

tential 1Q 2016 low. 

 Monthly cycles focus on March/April 2016 

and include a 20--22 month high (Sept. ‟12)-high 

(July ‟14)--low (March/April ’16) Cycle Progression.  

That also incorporates a ~10-month high (July ‟14)--

high (May ‟15)--low (March ’16) Cycle Progression 

& a  12-month low (March ‟13)--low (March ‟14)--low 

(March ‟15)--low (March ’16) Cycle Progression. 

 While these cycles create the potential for a 

little divergence in time, it is the bigger picture I am 

focusing on for the purpose of this discussion… and 

the potential for important lows in/around 1Q 2016.   

 The charts below show the action of the past 7

--8 years with the only notable „divergence‟ being 

the 2007 peak in the CA$ - arriving about 9 months 

before the mid-2008 peaks in Crude & the Ruble.  

Cycles project a CA$ low to lag in 2016 (Could a 

real estate bubble burst account for that?). 

 That is why I have offset the chart of the CA$, 

to illustrate the synchronicity of the major turns in 

2009 (lows) & 2011 (highs)… as well as the cycle 

highs in 2Q 2014 that triggered the accelerated de-

clines in all three markets.  As the declines in the 

’Cru-ca-ble’ hit the ‟boiling point‟, watch for ramifi-

cations across the globe.     IT 

 Aug. 2015 - As Precious Metals are expected to 

bottom in late-2015 - and begin an initial surge in 

1Q 2016 - Crude & related markets are expected to 

be completing their declines in 1Q 2016… and prepar-

ing for a bottom!  Oil’s first advance could easily coin-

cide with Gold & Silver’s second advance - both taking 

hold before mid-2016.   

 Watch March/April 2016! IT 

Crude - Monthly 
2008 -- Present 

Ruble - Monthly 
2008 -- Present 

CA$ - Monthly 
2007 -- Present 
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BEARS BEGET BEARS… IN 2015/2016... 

STOCK INDICES    

 07/30/15 - Stock Indices remain in the period - between late-April & late-Sept. 2015 - when a 20% cor-

rection has been considered a much higher probability.  That analysis is the culmination & combination 

(SYNERGY!) of diverse cycles, wave & technical analysis, including the following (already discussed) topics: 

 1- 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation - an inflationary advance in equity prices from 1974 into 2014.     

 2 - 80-Year Cycle of Economic Malaise & Revolt (1695--1775--1855--1935--2015)… often leading to pan-

ics and/or crashes in the „7‟ year - including the Panic of 1857 and the second stock market crash of the 

1930‟s the Crash of 1937.    

 3- 17-Year Cycle of Financial Crises. 

 4- 17-Year Cycle of Stock Corrections. 

 5 - ~7-Year Cycle of Stock Market Peaks - a cycle that separates the March 2000 & Oct. 2007 highs and 

projected another peak for May 2015.   

 6 - 15--16 Month (~66-Week) Cycle - that projected a high for late-April/early-May 2015.  Many Indices 

peaked on April 27, 2015. 

 7 - The related 32--33 Week Cycle projected a peak during the weeks of April 27--May 1st and May 4--

8th, 2015 (and project an ensuing peak for Dec. 2015).   

The Bear is Stirring...  

 One of the more riveting aspects of that cycle combo involves #3 - the 17-Year Cycle of Financial Cri-

ses… usually spurred by related geopolitical crises.  The last phase of that cycle - occurring in 1998 - involved 

the ‘Russian Ruble Crisis’ coming on the heels of the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis.  (As I detailed in the original 

analysis on this topic, it usually takes 2 or more „triggers‟ to finally get the DJIA to succumb). 

 So, in 1998, the Ruble was plummeting and breaking to ‘dangerous’ new lows. 

 In 2015 - exactly 17 years later - the Ruble is plummeting and nearing ‘dangerous’ new lows. 

 And, apparently, the fact that Russia decided to shift her currency reserves and more heavily weight 

holdings in Gold & the Euro in 2014 (what perfect timing) - moving away from the US Dollar - has exacerbated 

Putin‟s already tenuous financial & economic situation. 

 Now, remind me… What was one of the crises that occurred in 1980--1981, 17 years before 1997/1998?  

Oh yeah… the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.  And 17 years before the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, they 

made the decision that led to the Cuban Missile Crisis.  And 17 years before that, the end of World War II ush-

ered in the Cold War between the US/West & USSR. 

 Could there really be something to that 17-Year Cycle?! 

 Of course, there are also some other captivating cycles that dovetail with this analysis („bear’ with me for 

(Continued on page 6) 
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a minute as I attempt to illustrate how all of this could come together in the next 6--12 months). 

 In past years, I have detailed unique cycles applying to Saudi Arabia - that projected a seismic shift 

leading into/through 2016.  That plays into cycle analysis in Gold (‘The Golden Year’) and the Dollar as well.  

This might not have meant as much until the events of the past month… 

 With the U.S. pushing for ANY sort of deal with Iran (to look good from a „legacy‟ perspective), they have 

just sent shockwaves of anxiety through one of our most significant Middle East „allies‟ (and, yes, I use that 

term loosely). 

 No, I am NOT talking about Israel - even though they get all the headlines in this situation.  Instead, it is 

Saudi Arabia - the competing Middle East powerhouse (to Iran) - that is roiled by this „treaty‟.  And where is 

Saudi Arabia turning?  To Russia (and France), with whom they have just struck new agreements & trade 

deals. 

 Early in this administration, there was a lot of talk - primarily from the political right - about deliberate 

„snubs‟ of the Saudis, during diplomatic introductions & meetings - by the current President & First Lady.  

(And, there was also the opposite - speculation that certain bowing conveyed subservience to the Saudis.)  

That was all very subjective. 

 However, there is no denying that the desperate push for this Iranian nuclear deal has unnerved the 

Saudis and pushed them right into the arms of Putin, et al.  While it may seem like wild speculation at this 

time, what are the chances that the Saudis ultimately cut a deal with Russia that ‘kills two birds with one 

stone’.. 

 1 - Supports oil prices (production cuts). 

 2 - Shifts global currency balance of power (revoking US Dollar as primary oil currency). 

 Of course, things like that rarely occur until „desperate times‟ have been encountered.  Could 1Q 2016 

usher in ‘desperate times’ (see Opening Comments regarding Crude & Ruble)? 

 Although I have strayed a bit from pure technical & cyclical analysis of Stock Indices, I felt it important to 

reiterate and elaborate on corresponding cycles that usually tie in with equity markets.  In many cases, the 

political „bear‟ emerges a little before the economic „bear‟.  But, there are also times when the two surface 

simultaneously.     IT 

(Continued from page 5) 
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17-Year Cycle Priming the Pump (July ‘15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt) 
 
 06-29-15 - Since the late-1990‟s, I have discussed how variations of the 17-Year Cycle impact the mar-

kets… and life as a whole.  In 1999, that was part of the discussion projecting a multi-year stock market peak for 

early-2000.  At the time, there were multiple cycles converging… all portending the same thing.   

 However, one of the most obvious was the 17-Year Cycle - and its 34-Year Cycle multiple - that connected 

Major turning points in 1932, 1949, 1966, late-1982 & late-1999/early-2000.  That created an overlapping, 34-

Year low (1932)--high (1966)--high (2000) Cycle Progression and augured a multi-year top. 

 7 years later, in early-2007, I began describing in great detail how that 17-Year Cycle operated and showed 

how the 17-Year Cycle - and (again) its 34-Year Cycle multiple - had perfectly timed stock market crashes & 

corrections since the mid-1800‟s.  That application of the 17-Year Cycle (there are many) projected another multi

-year stock market top. 

 The conclusion published throughout 2007 was that the Stock Indices would peak in late-2007 - 17 years 

from the Oct. 11, 1990 low - and enter a 1--3 year, 35--50% decline.  That would mimic what had taken place in 

1973--1974 (34 years earlier), 1939--1942 (34 years earlier), 1905--1907 (34 years earlier) & the early 1870‟s 

(34 years earlier). 

 In between those crashes - each of which lasted 1--3 years and suffered 35--50% losses - Stock Indices 

saw more moderate declines (20--30%) at the 17-Year interval (1990, 1956/57, etc.). 

Why 17 Years? 

 Sure enough, the Indices topped on Oct. 11, 2007 - EXACTLY 17 years from the Oct. 11, 1990 bottom - 

and entered a 1--3 year/35--50% decline.  The 17-Year Cycle remained firmly in command. (And, as a side-note, 

it coincided perfectly with the re-emergence of the 17-Year cicada in Illinois & many parts east of the Missis-

sippi.) 

 While I do not need to know the ‘reason’ that a cycle or a technical indicator works (see inset), it is always 

reassuring when a credible explanation or corroboration is discovered.  Such was the case with my research & 

writings on the 17-Year Cycle... 

 While observing & describing the uncanny 17-Year Cycle correlation between emerging cicadas, stock 

market upheaval & Middle East conflicts**, I posed questions regarding what „force‟ could possibly prompt these 

diverse - yet potentially related - patterns of instability with such clock-work precision.  [**The 17-Year Cycle pre-

cisely linked the Palestine Mandate of 1922, events of WWII in 1939, the Suez Crisis of 1956, the Yom Kippur 

War of 1973 and the Persian Gulf War of 1990.] 

 One potential answer was found with the discovery of a paper written by David Juckett and published in 

Sept. 2001.  While I do not pretend to understand 99% of his detailed analysis (reasserting my preference for 

the ‘what’ over the ‘why’), his one observation was clear… 

 In his paper, ‘Evidence for a 17-year Cycle in the IMF Directions at 1 AU, in Solar Coronal Hole Variations, 

and in Planetary Magnetospheric Modulations’ (Wow, that’s a mouthful!), he describes the ~17-Year Cycle of 

„interplay‟ (sorry, that‟s my paraphrased simplification) between the magnetic fields of the Earth & Sun… both on 

a 17-Year Cycle. 

 He notes that a similar cycle governed ‘coronal hole distributions’ and was ‘transferred to Earth via varia-
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tions in the neutral sheet’.  (???) 

 While that still leaves me a bit confused, it is best to jump to his conclusions and see if this could possibly 

explain why subterranean creatures are driven from underground at the same time human „instability & military 

aggressiveness‟ is greatly magnified and investor confidence & psychology is turned upside down and seriously 

destabilized: 

 “At Earth, evidence for a similar 17-yr cycle was observed in the horizontal magnetic field observations in a 
multitude of surface magnetic recording stations.  In addition, the detection of a 17-yr cycle in the Huancayo 
neutron monitor cosmic ray series suggests that the effects of this cycle extend to the heliospheric boundaries.   

 It is concluded that sufficient preliminary evidence exists to consider the hypothesis that the Sun contains a 
magnetic moment with an oscillatory cycle of 17 years.” 

17-Year Cycle of Magnetivity 

 So, the Earth has a magnetic swing („to and away’) of 17 years and the Sun has a 17-Year ‘magnetic mo-

ment oscillatory cycle’.   

 Well, that about sums it up!  You couldn‟t ask for a much stronger validation than that since magnetic 

swings are at the core of life.  But, now that we know the ’why’ - that brings us back to the age-old question of 

’What do I do about it?‟  After all, it is one thing to know you are beating your head against a wall, but a far 

greater thing to know how to stop.  (...and an even better thing to actually stop.)  

 That is why I focus on the ‘what’ and not the 

‘why’.  Recognizing that the Earth AND Sun have 

observed magnetic swings on a 17-Year Cycle in-

terval is wonderful!  But, it still leaves one at the 

same point of indecision & inaction… but not appli-

cation.   

 So, now that we have reviewed an important 

and credible ‘why factor’, lets go back to the 

‘what’… 

17-Year Cycles Converging 

 This 17-Year Cycle has many applications, 

which have been described over the past two dec-

ades.  Many of them focus on mid-2015 to usher in 

an escalating period of destabilization - in the mar-

kets, in China, in Russia, in the Earth, et al - that is 

expected to accelerate into/through 2017. 

 When discussing the diverse applications of 

the 17-Year Cycle, it is hard to see a more telling 

example than the current activity in China.  While 

China continues to escalate their attacks on US 

computer systems, they also continue to militarize 

(Continued from page 7) 

What vs. Why 

 I have previously explained this in terms of basic 
psychology and the heated debate - in the early days - 

between ‘Freudians’ & ‘Skinnerians’… 

 In the Freudian school of thought (like a funda-
mentalist’s approach to market analysis), the energy is 

expended on finding out ‘why’ a particular behavior 

exists.  While that is vitally important, its discovery 
leaves one no closer to a resolution since the ‘what’ - 
of how to change that behavior - remains unresolved. 

 The antagonists - who followed Skinner’s school 
of thought - devoted their energy to behavioral modifi-

cation, focusing on the what (and how) of changing 

desired behaviors… much like technical analysis that 
does not concern itself with the underlying fundamen-

tal that has triggered a specific technical signal. 

 While that is an extremely oversimplified descrip-
tion of basic schools of thinking - in psychology AND 

market analysis - it serves to illustrate the point... and 

the approach I take to market analysis. 
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the South China Sea… in preparation for the future. 

 When one considers the proven and unproven gas reserves of that region, it is easy to see the impetus for 

the escalating rhetoric - throughout 2015 - between China & the Philippines.  China‟s confrontational course - 

while building & arming artificial islands - has drawn sharp reactions from Australia, Philippines and other na-

tions. 

 [Note:  First gas discovery in S. China Sea in 1976; 2016 = Complete 40-Year Cycle.] 

 As China‟s manifestations of growing instability are accelerating, its economy & stock market are beginning 

to plummet (Shanghai Composite dropped over 20% in 3 weeks).  Sounds a lot like the 17/34-Year Cycle that 

was just described (and the 17-Year Cycle that continues to govern China).    

Natural Cycles 

 Shifting gears for a moment… As reiterated last month, major earthquakes have been on the rise in 

2015… accompanied by multiple volcanic eruptions.  That sequence is expected to continue into 2017.  The 

following is a collection of some of the more noteworthy eruptions of recent months: 

March 3, 2015 eruption of Villarrica in Chile. 

April 22, 2015 eruption of Calbuco in Chile (1893--1894 was a previous eruption that was one of the largest vol-
canic eruptions in S. Chile in history). 

May 13, 2015 eruption of Telica volcano in Nicaragua. 

May 25, 2015 eruption of Wolf Volcano in Galapagos Islands in Ecuador (after 33 year dormancy). 

May 29, 2015 eruption of Mt. Shindake in Kuchinoerabu Island in Japan. 

June 5/6th, 2015 eruption of Sinabung;  Sinabung activity began on Aug. 27, 2010 after ~1000 year dormancy… 
large eruptions occurred in the ensuing month…Sept. & Nov. 2013 saw new activity… Feb. 2014 eruption. 

Sinabung is the one I am watching closest, noting the similarities between it (in the 2010’s) and Tambora (in the 
1810’s). 

 As this is ‘going to press’, a swarm of 200+ earthquakes is hitting SW Iceland.  Earthquake swarms often 

precede volcanic eruptions and there are several Icelandic volcanoes with cycles converging between now and 

2017.  More than anything, this just reinforces the significance of these earth disturbance cycles… that are 

again on the rise!    IT          [End of excerpt from July „15 INSIIDE Track.]    

 August 2015 -  The 17-Year Cycle combines with many other cycles in 2016, laying the groundwork for a 
new bull market in Gold & Silver.  While an initial surge is expected in the beginning of 2016 - The Golden Year 
- the real dynamic advance could wait until 3Q 2016 to take hold.  That is when the following will come back 
into play: 

 -- 17-Year Cycle from 3Q 1999 - when the bull market in Gold took hold (17 years after the 1982 bottom 
that triggered a ~6-year recovery in Gold). 

 -- 40-Year Cycle from 3Q 1976 - when Gold entered a parabolic surge, lasting into 1980. 

 Prior to then, the 7-Year Cycle projects an initial surge in late-2015 into 1Q 2016, 7 years from the Nov. 
‘08--Feb. ‘09 surge, which was 7 years from Silver’s Nov. ‘01 low and the onset of the true bull market in Pre-
cious Metals.    IT 
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Fiat-flation (June ‘15 INSIIDE Track Excerpt) 

 06-04-15 - The persistent, perpetual pummeling of fiat currencies can only result in one thing: Inflation. 

 So that there is no confusion or semantical-ambiguity (how’s that for a term??), let me clarify the meaning 

of that.  Inflation - in this sense - only refers to the fiat-denominated price of corresponding goods.  For instance, 

when the Dollar is dropping - the Dollar-denominated price of goods rises.   

 Such was the case from 2001/2002 into 2007/2008.  The value of the Dollar (for this discussion, the Dollar 

Index is the tool used to interpret that value) plummeted and the price of most goods - from grains & energy to 

metals & equities - rose.  However, as discussed many times before, there was a carry-over effect as well.  The 

Dollar Index bottomed in 2008 as many commodities began to retrace.   

 As the Dollar languished near its lows, those commodities entered a final, parabolic surge - from 2009 into 

2011/2012.  In a few cases, like Cattle & Hogs, additional factors took over and continued to drive those prices 

higher.  This took place AFTER the Dollar bottomed. 

Waves & Tides 

 As R.N. Elliott observed nearly a century ago, market action moves like the waves on the sea.  Just as 

every wave does not crash & recede in perfect lockstep with the turn of the tide, every market does not peak & 

trough in perfect lockstep with the turn of this inflationary tide. 

 Many waves continue to advance further on the shore - or crash beyond where previous waves have 

crashed - even after the precise point of the high tide.  And some of those waves could turn out to be the most 

powerful and/or cause the most damage.  Add a corresponding storm or lunar cycle and the impact is magni-

fied… sometimes exponentially. 

 Such was the case in 2009--2011. 

 The easy money game of the 2000‟s helped to create the bubble (that burst in 2008/2009) and undermine 

the value of the US Dollar - while giving rise to most Dollar-denominated assets… hard or paper.  

 In some cases (Equity Indices), they gave back all their gains in a brief period of time (12--17 months)… 

and then had to start over.  Others, however, only hesitated before entering parabolic surges.  Gold & Silver 

were perfect examples. 

 Even though the inflationary tide of a falling Dollar had culminated in 2008, the ramifications continued to 

play out in the ensuing years.  

Déjà EU  

 If one was to focus solely on the Dollar - or the Dollar Index - the related conclusion would be that the Dol-

lar‟s rebound would usher in a deflationary environment.  On a couple levels, that is accurate… and is what has 

been seen in 2011/2012--2015. 

 However, that focus should not become too tunnel-visioned.  Part of the Dollar‟s strength has come as a 

result of Euro weakness.  So, once again, it is a race to the bottom between fiat currencies.  Even though the 

Euro took the lead - in that downward spiral - both continue to lose value on a broader scale. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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Focus 2017: 17-Year Cycle of China & 8-Year Cycle of Attacks 

 The headlines keep validating - and accelerating - projections for an intensifying cyber-battle, launched by 
China against the U.S.  The latest revelation - of (~4 million) government employee files hacked by Chinese opera-
tives - is the latest flurry in this growing conflict.  As explained since 2008/2009, cycles forecast a new kind of at-
tack for 2009 (8 years from 2001 attacks that were 8 years from 1993 attack that was 8 years from 1985 attack, 
etc.) and ultimately for 2017… when multiple, multi-year & multi-quarter cycles converge.    

 Sure enough, Operation Aurora (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Aurora) was launched in 2009 - when 
Chinese operatives hacked Google, Yahoo, Adobe & dozens of other US companies.  Since then, there have been 
repeated cyber attacks against America, each time triggering a tepid declaration of outrage from U.S. officials.  

More & more it is resembling 1993--2000, when repeated military attacks were downplayed… until 9/11. 

The China Syndrome   [Excerpt from 2013] 

 02-28-13 - “The eerie thing about these repeated attacks is that they are creating a „déjà-vu‟-like feeling - 
similar to when we ignored, glossed-over and „pooh-poohed‟ the repeated terrorist attacks against America and 
American targets - in 1993--2000 (while the attackers spent those placated years preparing for something much 
bigger)...And then, 2001 was such a shock (?)…though it was not the first attack against the World Trade Center. 

 Similarly, we are heading down the same path - with an antagonist that has much deeper pockets and 
much better-equipped arsenals - than Al Qaeda, et al.  In the 1990‟s, it took 8 years of repeated and escalating 
attacks - most of which were ignored out of fear the reality might seep into Utopia - before it reached a cres-
cendo.  Finally, the U.S. responded with some backbone - from 2001 forward - and the attackers suffered serious 
setbacks.  Another 8 years hence, a new wave of attacks - from a new antagonist - began… 

   I revisit some of these „ancient‟ topics to elaborate on a topic that has been cited for several years - the con-
vergence of China-related cycles in 2013 (--2017).  There is an uncanny, 17-Year Cycle that I will discuss next 
month.  Overlapping that is an intriguing 8-Year Cycle of Attacks - against America, Americans and/or American 
Targets.  I discussed this cycle, leading into 2009 - its latest phase...each time has ushered in a new phase of 
attacks.  The most recent phases illustrate this perfectly... 

 In 1985, a new wave of terrorist attacks began - with 2 bombings and an assassination of American targets 
in Germany, attacks at Rome & Vienna airports - where 5 Americans were killed, the hijacking of an Egypt Air 
flight with Americans and Israelis shot & killed and the hijacking & killing of American Naval diver in Beirut, Leba-
non.  In each case, Americans (and in one case, Israelis) were singled out and executed - making the intent of 
the attacks very clear. 

 In 1993, 8 years later, a new phase was ushered in with the bomb attack on the World Trade Center (truck 
bomb detonated in parking garage).  This ushered in an 8-year period of truck (and boat) bombs - aimed at 
American targets, embassies & even a Naval vessel. 

 In 2001, 8 years later, a new tactic of attack was initiated with 4 airplane-based bombs/missiles aimed at 
American cities and landmarks (and related airline-based attacks thwarted in the ensuing months & years). 

 In 2009, 8-years later, it was the initiation of cyber-attacks on US companies.  The recent (2013) attacks are 
just the latest phase in this war against America.  How will we respond?   

 Sometimes, as in 1985 & 2001, America responds decisively & forcefully and the attacks subside.  Other 
times, we issue „stern‟, half-warnings that are laughed at by our adversaries and embolden them to launch con-
tinued, increasingly-intense attacks in the years that follow.  2017 is the next phase and the time when, cyclically, 
these attacks are likely to escalate and transition again.”  

 [6-05-15 - This 8-Year Cycle of Attacks goes back even farther, including the 1977 ’Hanafi Siege’ - when 12 

Muslim gunmen seized 3 buildings in D.C.  This means that 2017 completes a 40-Year Cycle as well.]      IT     
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 And, similar to the US in the mid-2000‟s, the EU opened up the monetary floodgates in recent years - set-

ting the stage for another bubble-and-crash in paper assets… even as hard assets & commodities prepare to 

enter another surge (after retracing in recent years). 

 However, the real wild card is often Gold.  It has the dual benefit of rallying with inflationary fears and/or 

rallying with fiat fears.  In other words, the Dollar OR the Euro could be collapsing… and Gold would (likely) 

surge in either case. 

 That is part of the reason Gold was able to continue surging in 2008--2011 (when it experienced the largest 

proportion of its overall advance - AFTER the Dollar had bottomed)...As is so often the case, a new advance in 

Gold (& Silver) would likely be a „back-and-forth‟ affair in which a clear-cut correlation - to action in the Dollar, 

Euro, inflation, geopolitical upheaval, etc. - is elusive and very difficult to identify.   

 Often, there will be extended periods of consolidation in one market (let‟s say, the Dollar)… as the other is 

rallying (e.g. Gold).  Then, often when least expected, the rallying market (Gold) takes a breather - but does not 

enter a full-fledged decline - as the „correlated‟ market (Dollar) tries to rebound.   

 In the midst of that, the Euro could enter a new crisis, trigger a flight-to-quality surge in Gold… even as the 

Dollar is rallying.  It has happened before!... 

And Speaking of 2017... 

 The culmination of so many diverse cycles - in 2017 - keeps receiving powerful validation.  For instance, 

the convergence of 8-Year (Attacks), 17-Year & 40-Year Cycles - all related to China - have been forecast to 

accelerate into 2017.  

 The inset [page 11] elaborates on this analysis and explains why the latest revelation - regarding a massive 

hack on U.S. government computers that was again traced back to Shanghai - reinforces projections for 2009--

2017 (and could influence expectations for 2016 to be The Golden Year)…    IT 


